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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The study of leadership and its relationship to
other psychological dimensions has been and continues to
be a lively research topic in the field of psychology.

The

study of leadership raises many important questions that,
ultimately, can only be properly answered by controlled ex
perimentation.

Who will become a leader?

cumstances will he lead?

Under what cir

What are the psychological

dimensions most commonly related to leadership?
leadership?

Can we train leaders?

What is

These questions and

many others serve as a continuous challenge to researchers
In psychology as well as related disciplines.
The Importance of leadership t o day was well des
cribed by Shartle:1
Our business, Industrial, governmental, educa
tional, and other institutions place great trust
in their executives and administrators.
These
persons are assumed to render effective leadership
so that our institutions will thrive and give in
creasing strength to the society we live in. . . .
There is great concern in this country not only
about our present situation, but also about our

^Carroll L. Shartle, Executive Performance and
Leadership (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentlce-Hall,
Inc.* 195o), P* 1*

2
executive leadership for the future.
Where are
these executives coming from? How shall they be
developed? What training should they receive?
How 3hall we choose them? How shall we know who
to promote? What Is satisfactory? How can we re
move the inefficient ones?
With Shartle!s remarks as a background one need re
flect only momentarily on historical, or more practically,
regional and local leadership to be reminded of the great
potential we have invested in the leaders of our communities
and our nation.

It becomes apparent that as society expands

and becomes more complex, competent leadership becomes an
important problem in the progress of our nation.

In realiza

tion of this fact, science has directed itself toward the
problem of leadership and is attempting to predict and con
trol the phenomenon through scientific methodology.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem.

The purpose of this study

was to ascertain if the responses of the leader to
standardized stimuli vary systematically relative to selected
psychological dimensions.

More simply stated, is a leader*s

response on X dimension systematically related, or does it
co-vary with his response on Y dimension?

Therefore, this

study involved the interrelation or lack of relation between
the responses the leader makes on nine standardized
psychological dimensions.

3
The relations to be studied are concomitant, not
causal; that is, high X score is not caused by high Y score,
but is seen as a phenomenon where X and Y accompany each
other.

Further, this does not rule out the ability to pre

dict X from observing Y.

If the two variables appear

together with sufficient frequency and are consistently
highly related, a better than chance prediction may be made
by observing the presence of Y variable without becoming
involved in causal relations.
This study, then, will attempt to measure the relation
of leadership to interpersonal perception (perception of
another) and adjustment (perception of self).
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

This section will attempt to define the constructs that
are uniquely defined or could lead to misunderstanding.

The

constructs that will be defined are leadership and empathy.
Leadership.

There have been a number of competent def

initions of leadership (Shartle,1 Stodgill,2 and Carter-^),

1Ibld.. p. 106.
nalph M. Stodgill, "Leadership, Membership, and
Organization,11 Psychological Bulletin. 1950* ^7, PP* 1-1^*
^Launor F. Carter, "On Defining Leadership," Group
Relations at the Crossroads (New York: Harper and Brothers,
1953), PP. 262-265.

but at the present stage of research, leadership must neces
sarily be defined by the operations with which we measure
it.

The most frequently used methods for identifying and

measuring leadership have been pointed out by Stodgill:^
1.

Observations where the leader emerges
from the group.

2.

The members of a group choosing or voting
for a person in the group whom they would
like to be leader.

3.

The leader being nominated by a qualified
observer.

k.

Analysis of biographical and case history
data.

5.

The listing of traits considered essential
to leadership.

6.

The selection of individuals already
occupying leadership positions.

The last method will be used in the present study.
Persons occupying leadership positions would be campus
leaders, business executives, and so forth.

Making the

inference that these people are leaders is probably
Justified.
The considerable range within any one method of
defining leadership still leaves room for differences in
meaning.

This may be due to the type of sample the

^•Ralph M. Stodgill, “Personal Factors Associated
with Leadership: A Survey of the Literature, “ Journal of
Psychology, 19^8, 25 , pp. 35-71.
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experimenter decides to use.

There would probably be dif

ferences between campus leaders and business executives, even
though they both fulfill the general criterion of occupying
leadership positions.

Therefore, the definition of leader

ship must be further restricted to persons occupying
leadership positions in business and industrial institutions.
Empathy (Insight. Ability to Judge).

It seems

essential to point out that the typical labels and defini
tions used to identify the interpersonal perception measures
leave much to be desired.

Unequivocal agreement is the

exception rather than the rule.

Therefore, a note on

attempts to define empathy is in order.
Dymond^ defined empathetic ability as:
The imaginative transposing of oneself into
the thinking, feeling and acting of another so
structuring the world as he does.
Travers,2 defining the ability to Judge, stated:
They all involve tasks where the selection of
relevant cues Is difficult and where the cues
selected are rarely adequate for drawing a conclu
sion which is definitely true.
When someone says,
“I Judge this to b e , “ he Invariably means, “I have

R o s a l i n d E. Dymond, MA Scale for the Measurement of
Empathetic Ability,H Journal of Consulting Psychology. 19^9,
13, p. 127.
2R. M. V. Travers, “A Study in Judging the Opinions
of Groups ,H Archives of Psychology. 19^1, No. 266, p. 8.

6
made use of all the cues I can find and conclude
that the general indication is that such and such
is the case."
Bender and Hastorf^ defined ability to Judge others:
Abstracting some vague generalization of the
personality from the variety of observed situa- *
tions and actions, or expressed thoughts and feel
ings of another.
On the basis of such abstraction
the observer makes predictions accurately or
inaccurately about the person he perceives.
2
Taft stated:
The main attributes of the ability to Judge
others seem to be in three areas, possessing
appropriate Judgmental norms, Judging ability and
motivation.
(l7 Where the Judge is similar to
the subject in the background he has the advantage
of being able to use appropriate norms for making
Judgments.
(2) The relevant Judging ability seems
to be a combination of general intelligence and
social Intelligence.
(3) But most Important is
motivation.
If the Judge is motivated to make
accurate Judgments about the subject and he is
free to be objective and if Number (l) and
Number (2) are present, the Judge has a good
chance of being accurate.
A further distinction was made by Taft.3

He postu

lated a difference between mass empathy and empathy.

Mass

empathy is analytic and involves a Judge making predictions

^I. E. Bender and A. H. Hastorf, “The Perception of
Persons: Forecasting Another Person*s Responses on Three
Personality Scales," Journal of Abnormal Social Psychology.
1950, 45, P. 556.
2Ronald Taft, "The Ability to Judge People,"
Psychological Bulletin. 1955, 52, No. 1, p. 20.
3Ibid.
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about the mean responses of a large group of people.

Empathy

Is nonanalytic, but the judge has some acquaintance with the
subject and will respond on various test items.

Mass empathy

can be understood as predicting the generalized other, and
empathy as predicting for a specific other.

The latter

definitions will be neither accepted nor rejected but merely
used as guides in understanding the general meaning of
empathy or ability to judge in this paper.^
To be sure, the quoted definitions only reflect a
few of the attempts at explaining the phenomena, but to
devote further space to the problem would not benefit the
situation.

Although the definitions all seem to be gener

ally similar, it seems best not to embrace any one
definition.

In the present study empathy will be defined

by the tests that are utilized to measure it.

2

Empathy and ability to judge will be used
synonymously.
2
See Section on Methods and Group Used.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This review will be concerned only with studies that
have some bearing on the present study.

Only studies that

deal with the relation of leadership to interpersonal per
ception and adjustment will be included.

For further

information on leadership and related variables the reader
is referred to Stodgill^ and Jenkins.^

For representative

reviews of the trait situation-question the reader is
<3

referred to Bogardus,-7 Gibb,

k

<£

and Gouldner.

Fiedler^ in his study of leader attitudes and group
effectiveness was able to predict group performance on the

^•Ralph M. Stodgill, “Personal Factors Associated
with Leadership, 11 Journal of Psychology, 1948, 25, pp.
35-71, A Survey of Literature.
^W. 0. Jenkins, “A Review of Leadership Studies with
Particular Reference to Military Problems.” Psychological
Bulletin. 1947, 44, pp. 54-59.
^Emory S. Bogardus, “Leadership and Social Situations,"
Sociology and Social Research. 1931-32, 16, PP- 164-170.
^Cecil A. G-ibb, “The Principles and Traits of
Leadership,0 Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1947,
42, pp. 267-284.
*5Alvin Gouldner, “Situations and Groups: The Sltuationist Critique,11 from Brown and Cohn, The Study of
Leadership. 1958, p. 76.
^Fred E. Fiedler, Leader Attitudes and Group Effect
iveness (University of Illinois Press, Final Report of ONE
Project NR 170-106, N6-ori-07135), 1958, p. 22.

basis of interpersonal relations between the leader and his
group.

He found that in effective groups the leader was,

first of all, acceptable to the group.

Second, the leader

in these groups was found to remain psychologically distant
from his group, especially his key men.

The leader tended

not to become emotionally involved with his group members.
When the successful leader was found not to be psychologi
cally distant, he was consistently physically distant from
his group.

Physical distance was inferred when the leader

did not endorse his key men on sociometric measures.
In summary, interpersonal relations were different
in effective and Ineffective groups; further, this differ
ence seemed to be related t o 'the amount of psychological or
physical distance the leader maintained from his group.
In M a n n fs^ review of the relationship between per
sonality and performance in small groups he reported that
of the studies reviewed the general trend was for the
leader to show greater accuracy in predicting the opinions
of other group members.

Leaders were also found to have

greater insight into others than non^leaders.

The variables

most highly related to leadership in a positive fashion were

^-Richard D. Mann, “A Review of the Relationship
Between Personality and Performance in Small Groups,"
Psychological Bulletin, 1959, 56, PP« 2A1-271.
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intelligence and adjustment.

Dominance and masculinity

yielded the next highest positive relations while conserva
tism was negatively related to leadership.
Chowdry and Newcomb1 in their study of natural groups,
that is, religious groups, medical fraternities, and so forth,
found that the leaders were able to predict group opinion on
relevant issues better than members of the group.

There was

no difference between leaders and non-leaders on irrelevant
issues.

They suggested that their results support the

hypothesis that leaders are more sensitive.to the group as
a whole than non-leaders.
Norman and Ainsworth

2

in their s tudy of the relation

ship among projection, empathy, reality, and adjustment,
hypothesized that, operationally defined, Insight into
others or self and empathy are positively related to
reality and negatively related to projection.
The Gruilf ord— Mar tin Inventory of Factors was adminis
tered to seventy-four male college students.
used.

Two forms were

First, the subject took the first form of the

1Kamda Chowdry and Theodore M. Newcomb, "The Relative
Abilities of Leaders and Non-Leaders to Estimate Opinions of
Their Own Groun," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology.
1952, 47, pp. 51-57.
^R. d . Norman and Patricia Ainsworth, "The Relation
ships Among Projection, Empathy, Reality, and Adjustment,
Operationally Defined,11 J ournal of Consulting, Psychology.
1954, 18, pp. 53-58.
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inventory himself;

then two weeks later he filled out the

second form of the inventory, but this time he was instructed
to answer the Questions as he believed most others his age
would answer.

Projection was present if, on the first form, the
subject denied he had a certain trait; on the second form,
he felt others possessed the trait; and fifty-one per cent,
a majority, of the seventy-four subjects said they did not
have the trait on the first form.

Empathy was present if

the subject said others had a certain trait and fifty-one
per cent of the sample agreed.

Reality was present if,

on the second form, the subject said others possessed a
certain trait and a majority of the group also felt that
others possessed the trait.
Norman and Ainsworth found that their hypothesis
was generally upheld by the data.
related to reality.
empathy and reality.

Empathy was positively

Projection was negatively related to
Adjustment, as defined by the

Guilford-Martin Inventory of Factors, was more highly re
lated to empathy and reality than to projection.
Brown and Shore'*' stated the hypothesis that
(a) predictive abstracting is a function of leadership and

10. B. Brown and Richard P. Shore, "Leadership and
Predictive Abstracting," J ournal of Applied Psychology,
1956, 40, pp. 112- 116 .
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(b) a direct relation exists between an individual's pre
dictive abstracting score and his echelon level in an
industrial organization.

They felt that predictive ab

stracting is a better word than “empathy,1
11 due to the
clinical connotations surrounding empathy.

If an individual

is to predict the attitudes and opinions of other persons,
it will depend largely on that individual's ability to
abstract from the existing information the relevant cues
related to the variable to be predicted.

“
When the Judge

abstracts from the total situation, that information which
will enable him to predict the responses of another Brown
and Shore call this process predictive abstraction (PRAE).
1
Eighty-three employees of wolverine Tube Company,
representing four echelons of business with the organiza
tion, were given an attitude questionnaire dealing with
Job satisfaction, economic issues, and social issues.

Each

group was then asked to predict the responses of the depart
ment managers

a group and the non-supervisors as a group.

The PRA33 score was the difference between the individual's
prediction for the group on a certain item and the group's
mean response value for that item.
on a four-point scale:

Strongly agree (A), Agree (3),

Disagree (2), Strongly Disagree (1).

1Ibld.

Responses were scored

The resulting data
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generally upheld the hypothesis.

The supervisory personnel

made better predictions than the non-supervisory personnel.
Although they did not find a direct relation between PRAB
score and echelon level, the results were in the direction
stated by the hypothesis.
Richardson and Hanawalt^* compared the Bernreuter
Inventory scales of 258 business men separated into groups
of (l) office holders and (2) supervisors, and (3 ) non
office holders and (4) non-supervisors.

Groups (l) and (2)

perceived themselves to be less neurotic, less Introverted,
more dominant, more self-confident, and more self-sufficient
than groups (3 ) and (*r).
Bell and Hall

hypothesized that a person who is

selected as a leader must be a person who is perceptive of
the needs of the members of the group and must act In such
a way as to generally satisfy those needs.

In their study

of the relation between leadership and empathy, they reported
that leadership position as measured by peer rating in
initially leaderless groups, and empathy as measured by the

^■H. M. Richardson and N. O. Hanawalt, ’‘Leadership As
Related to the Bernreuter Personality Measures:///Leadership
Among Adult Men in Vocation and Social Activities,M Journal
of Applied Psychology. 19****, 28, pp. 308-317.
2
0.
B. Bell and Harry Hall, J r . , “The Relationship
Between Leadership and Empathy,M Journal of Abnormal and
Social Psychology. 195**, **9, pp. 158-157.
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Kerr Empathy Test were correlated /.25 which was significant
at the one per cent level.
In an exploratory study by Dymond^ the combined re
sults of high empathy and low empathy groups on the Wechsler,
Rorschach, T.A.T., the California Ethnocentrism Test, and
the subjectTs own self-analysis led to the conclusion that
high empathy groups tended to be more outgoing and flexible
in their relationships.

High empathy groups were also

better able to Initiate and maintain satisfying emotional
relations.
Taft’s2 review of the literature on ability to judge
people found consistent positive relations between ability
to Judge personality traits of others and:
1.

Age (children were better Judges)

2.

Intelligence and academic ability

3.

Specialization in the physical sciences

4.

Esthetic ability and dramatic Interests

5.

Insight into one's status with respect to
one's peers on specific traits

6.

Good emotional adjustment and integration
(Analytic tests only)

^Rosalind F. Dymond, "Personality and Empathy,"
Journal of Consulting Psychology. 1950, 14, pp. 343-350.
2Ronald Taft, "The Ability to Judge People,"
Psychological Bulletin. 1955, 52, No. 1, p. 20.
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7.

Social skill (only with tests of ability
to predict subject's behavior)

Taft also concluded that social detachment was a
necessary prerequisite for making accurate judgments of
others.
Summary
This review indicates that leaders tend to remain
emotionally or physically distant from the members of their
groups, but at the same time they maintain a high degree
of sensitivity to the group as a whole.

High empathetic

ability is related to good adjustment, and leaders are con
sistently found to be better adjusted and better judges of
others than non-leaders.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND CROUP USED
This section will describe methods of measurement
and the sample used in the study.
The problem was to assemble a group of standardized
tests to measure the perceptual orientation of a recognized
leader towards others and towards himself.

Individuals

occupying leadership positions do not have time to take
extensive batteries of tests.

Therefore, economy of ad

ministration time was one of the prime objectives in
choosing the tests.
The tests that were used to measure the leaderfs
perception of others were the following:

the Responsibility,

Authority, Delegation Scales, the Kerr Empathy Test, and
the Personal Perception Scale*

The tests will be described

in that order.
R . A . D . Scales1
The R.A.D. Scales were developed by Ralph M. Stodgill
2
at Ohio State University.
They were designed to measure

^•See Appendix E.
^Ralph M. Stodgill and Carroll L. Shartle, “Methods
in Study of Administrative Leadership, M Research Monograph
Number 80, Bureau of Business Research. the O.S.U., pp.

33-^1.
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different degrees of perceived responsibility, authority,
and delegation on the part of administrators and supervisory
personnel.

The items are of such a general nature as to be

applicable to any organization.
The test has six scales.

Two scales describe differ

ent degrees of responsibility; two scales describe different
degrees of authority; and two scales describe different
degrees of authority delegated to assistants.
has eight statements.

Each scale

Of the eight statements on each scale

the testee marks the most descriptive ( XX ) and the second
most descriptive statement ( X ) relative to his own perceived
position Within the organization.

Each statement has a

scale value ranging from one to eight.

Since there are two

scales for each characteristic, a score is obtained by com
puting the sum of the four items checked in pie two scales
and dividing the sum by four.

The entire test, generally,

can be taken in five or six minutes.
The test-retest reliability for the R.A.D. Scales
for thirty-two naval district command staff officers was
.62 for the responsibility scale, .55 tov the authority
scale, and .73 for the delegation1 scale.
The members of the leader*s group (juniors) were
asked to fill out an R.A.D. scale for themselves so that

1IblcL. . p. 37.
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a R.A.D. score could be obtained for each available"** member
of the leader's group.

Then the leader (senior) filled out

a R.A.D. scale for each junior.

Using the test in this

manner a different score could be obtained to contrast the
senior's perception of the junior and the junior's percep
tion of himself.

The score was derived by subtracting the

Junior's score from the senior's score, summing the squares
>.

i

of these differences, then taking the square root of the
total.

A low score would indicate accurate perception.

Kerr 2 Empathy Test
The Empathy Test^ (see Appendix) developed by Kerr
and Speroff is designed to measure empathetic ability.

The

test contains three sections made up of items pertaining to
i
music, magazines, and annoying experiences.
The testee is
asked to rank different types of music, magazines, and
annoying experiences not as he or she would rank them, but
as the average person would rank them.

For example, the

testee is asked to rank fifteen magazines in the magazine
section in the order of least to most paid circulation.

A

*^In some cases it was not feasible for the superior
to include his entire staff, due to group size.

2W. Kerr, The Etepathv Test. (Chicago, Illinois:
Psychometric Affiliates, 19A?7T
^See Appendix E.
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score is obtained by subtracting the value the testee assigns
a certain item from the actual normative item value.

Then

all the differences for each item in all three sections are
summed and subtracted from two hundred.
It was felt that the economy of administration and
the reliability and validity reports of the Kerr test
rendered it a valuable addition to the present battery.

1

While the R.A.D. scales are measuring the leader's
responses or predictions about a specific Individual that
is known to the leader, in the Kerr test the leader is
responding to a generalized other (average American).

The

Kerr Empathy Test, then, is attempting to measure how
closely the leader can anticipate the mean responses of an
unfamiliar group.
Personal Perception

2

Scale

The Personal Perception Scale is a modification by
Fiedler*^ of O s g o o d * S e m a n t i c Differential.

The testee

^Kerr, pp. cit.., p. 3 .
2
See Appendix E.

^Fred E. Flfedler, “Leader Attitudes and Group Effect
iveness “ (Final Report of ONR Project NR 170-106, N6-ori07135» University of Illinois Press, Urbana).
^Charles E. Osgood, “The Nature and Measurement of
Meaning,1* Psychological Bulletin. 1952 , 4*9, pp. 197-238.
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Is given a certain idea or concept.

In this case the idea

was “With whom do you work best, and with whom do you work
least well?“

With the concept in mind the testee is given

a sheet (for each concept) of polar adjectives to describe
the concept.

A sample item follows:

Bold x

x

1

x

2

x

3

x

4

y/ x

5

x Timid

6

In this case, the testee feels the person he is
describing is quite timid.

The continuum from very bold

to very timid is such that the testee may designate the
degree of boldness or timidity he perceives in the person
he is describing.
one to six.

Each space is given a scale value from

Twenty-three adjectives and opposites are

Included on each scale.
By using two sheets of adjectives and instructing
the leader to describe the person with whom he can work
best and the person with whom he works least well, a score
that Fiedler^ calls an Assumed Similarity Score (ASo) can
be derived.

Does the leader perceive a large or small

difference between the least and most preferred co-worker?
The score is derived by subtracting the indicated value for
the bold-timid least preferred continuum from the boldtimid most preferred continuum.

^•Fiedler, pio. clt. . supra.

For example, the testee
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checks the space with a scale value of five (quite timid)
for the person with whom he works "best and the space with
a scale value of two for the person with whom he works
poorly.

Subtracting these scale values results in a dif

ference of three.

This process is repeated for all twenty-

three polar adjectives.

Then each difference is squared

and the squared differences are summed.

The final step is

to extract the square root of this sum.
A low numerical score would indicate that the leader
perceives many similarities between his most preferred and
least preferred co-workers.

A large score indicates that the

leader perceives a large difference between the least and
most preferred co~workers.
The split-half reliability of the ASo measure was

♦68 using bomber crews (N=562).
Fiedler-*- Interpreted the ASo score as measuring a
basic attitude toward others which he described as psycho
logical distance.

The low ASo person (high numerical score

or little similarity between opposites) is seen as:
Independent of others, less concerned with their
feelings and willing to reject a person with whom
he cannot accomplish an assigned task. He tends
to evaluate the personality of others by their
ability to perform a Job.
A person with high ASo:

“tends to be concerned about his

^Fiedler, op. cit.. p. 22.
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interpersonal relations and feels the need for the support
and approval of his associates.1
1
The R.A.D.

Scales, the Kerr Empathy Test, and the

Personal Perception Scale are all methods which measure how
the leader perceives others.

The R.A.D. scales, the Kerr

test, and the Personal Perception Scale represent measures
of how the leader relates to a specific other, to a general
ized other, and to least and most preferred co-worker.
Intra-Personal Perception (Adjustment)
The test used to measure how the leader perceives
himself was the Gordon Personal Profile.

2

This test

measures four independent personality characteristics:
ascendancy, responsibility, emotional stability, and
sociability.

These are defined by GordorP as follows:

ASCENDANCY
Those individuals who adopt an active role
in group situations, who are self-assured and
assertive in relationships with others, and who
tend to make independent decisions, make high
scores on this scale.
Those who play a passive
role in the group, who would rather observe
than participate, who generally lack selfconfidence, who prefer to have others take the
lead, and who tend to be overly dependent on
others for advice, normally make low scores
on this scale.

1Ibid,
^Leonard V. Gordon, "Gordon Personal Profile,"
United States Naval Personnel Research Unit, San Diego,
California (New York: World Book Company, 1935)*
3lbld.
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RESPONSIBILITY
Those individuals who take responsibilities
seriously, who are able to stick to any Job and
get it done, who are persevering and determined,
score high on this scale.
Individuals who are
unable to stick to tasks that do not interest
them, and in the extreme, who tend to be flighty
or irresponsible, usually make low scores on
this scale.
EMOTIONAL STABILITY
High scores on this scale characterize in
dividuals who are well-balanced, emotionally
stable, and relatively free from anxiety and
nervous tension.
Low scores are associated with
excessive anxiety, tension, hypersensitivity,
and nervousness.
Large negative scores may indi
cate the traditional “neurotic.“
SOCIABILITY
High scores are made by individuals who
like to be with and work with people, who are
gregarious and sociable.
Low scores reflect
a lack of gregariousness, restriction in social
contacts, and in the extreme, an avoidance of
social relationships.
The test, which utilizes the forced choice approach,
consists of eighteen sets of four statements.

Each state

ment represents one of the four factors which were dis
covered by factor analysis.

Each set of statements includes

two statements of equally low preference and two statements
that are equally complementary.

The testee marks the

statement which is most like himself and the statement that
is least like himself.

Administration time runs from ten

to fifteen minutes, and the profile can be quickly hand
scored.

117207
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The testTs construction and reported validities and
reliabilities 1 made it valuable as a measure of how the
leader perceived himself.
The Group Used
The sample was twenty-one Individuals who occupy
leadership positions in Omaha and Council Bluffs business
and industry.

They represent such positions as bank presi

dents, city manager, supervisor of nurses of surgical
operations, administrators,'and so forth.

Additional

characteristics of the sample were as follows:

1.

The groups of juniors ranged in size from
three to fourteen.

2.

Among the leaders there were six women and
fifteen men.

3.

The experimenter had no control over who
or how many people were included in the
group.

4.

Participation was voluntary.

5.

Total testing time was probably an hour
and a half on the part of the leader.

This section was concerned with the tests that were
used and the type of sample utilized.

The following section

will deal with the results of the study.

^Gordon, op. cit. , pp. 12-13.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This section will report the methods used to analyze
the data and the results of that analysis.

Measures of

central tendency and variability will be followed by a
correlational analysis.

A short review of the symbols used

to represent the tests and the nature of scores obtained
will be included before reporting the results proper.
Accuracy of Predicted Responsibility. Authority.
and Delegation (R.A.D. 3cales)
The R.A.D. Scales as used in the present study
yielded a difference score which reflected the leader!s
accuracy in perceiving his group.
indicated greater accuracy.

A low numerical score

Each scale will be designated

by the capital letter R, A, or D with a lower case
subscript rj.

Accuracy of predicted responsibility is sym-

bolized by R q , accuracy of predicted authority Ap, and
accuracy of predicted delegation Dp.
The Kerr Empathy Test
On the Kerr Test a high score indicated high
empathy; low score indicated low empathy.
range of scores

from 0- 200 .

The test had a
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Personal Perception Scale (P.P.S.)
A high personal perception score (P.P.S.) indicated
low ASo, that is, the leader saw large differences between
least and most preferred co-worker.

Low P.P.S. indicated

high ASo, relatively little similarity between least and
most preferred co-worker.

Scores may range from 0- 2^.

G-ordon Personal Profile (AKEST)
A high score on each scale indicated better adjust
ment.

A low score indicated poorer adjustment or perception

of self.

The profile factors will be abbreviated by using

the first letter of each factor to designate that particular
scale:

A = Ascendancy, R = Responsibility, S = Einotional

Stability, S = Sociability, T = Total Adjustment.

Scores

may range from 1- 32 .
Measures of Central Tendency and Variability
At the beginning of the study it was decided not to
correct for the size of the leader*s group when computing
the predictive accuracy scores on the R.A.D. scales.

By

doing this the effect of the size of the leader's group on
accuracy scores could be obtained.-*-

In order that the raw

scores may be Judged in regard to leader accuracy or inac
curacy, the maximum predicted accuracy score as well as the

^See Appendix D.
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actual predicted accuracy score for each group appears in
Table I.

As the leaderfs group becomes larger the maximum

predicted accuracy score increases.

For example, in Group I

the maximum predicted accuracy score was 20 .09 ; this means
that if the leader of Group I had obtained this score, he
would have been completely inaccurate in estimating the
responses of his group.
is 4.09.

In this case, the leader*s R^ score

Aq is 5.09 and Dd is 3 .60 .

The leader of Group I,

then, was a fairly accurate predictor of his group*s res
ponses.

It is apparent after comparing the actual predicted

accuracy scores with the maximum predicted accuracy scores
that the leaders were generally accurate in anticipating
the responses of their group on the R.A.D. scales.
Table II gives the means and standard deviations for
the Kerr Test, P.P.S., and the AREST Scales of the Gordon
Personal Profile.
Table II should be read as follows;

the mean

ascendancy score A on the Gordon Personal Profile is 22.31
with a standard deviation of 3 .OA.

The percentile rank

corresponding to this mean is 73 > meaning that the leaders
as a group scored higher than seventy-three per cent of the
population used to standardize the test.

The number of

leader scores was nineteen for the Gordon Scales and twentyone for all other measures.
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TABLE I
MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE SCORE FOR EACH GROUP

Croup

Maximum
Difference

N

RP

^P

DP

1.

4.09

5.09

3.60

20.09

14

2.

5.35

5-69

5.44

20.09

14

3.

1.05

.71

2.09

14.69

6

3.12

2.88

13.41

5

4.

•969

5.

3.39

2.70

2.48

14.69

7

6.

1.17

1.83

1.49

13.41

5

7.

1.09

1.64

12.00

4

8.

1.78

.90

12.00

4

.00

15.87

7

9.

.790

.965
1.58
•559

10.

1.68

2.44

3.85

18.79

10

11.

2.14

1.82

4.19

13.41

5

12.

2.70

3.02

3.25

19.89

11

13.

4.44

2.21

2.13

13.41

5

14.

.75

.83

13.41

5

15.

2.75

2.58

2.20

12.00

4

16.

1.56

1.27

3.05

12.00

4

•935

17.

•435

1.83

1.51

12.00

4

18.

.194

1.39

2.37

13.41

5

1.37

3.64

12.00

4

.75

3.15

10.39

3

2.265

12.00

4

19.
20.
21.

1.64
.079
2.19

2.34
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TABLE XI
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND PERCENTILE NORMS
OP LEADERS' RESPONSES ON THE GORDON PERSONAL
PROFILE (AREST), KERR EMPATHY TEST, AND
PERSONAL PERCEPTION SCALE

Standard
Deviation

A

22.31 (22 )

3.0A

73 (High)

19

R

23.63 (2A)

3-69

81 (High)

19

E

19.31 (19)

6 .AA

A 3 (Aver.)

19

S

20.68 (21)

4 .66

A9 (Aver.)

19

T

29.31 (30)

0^

70 (High)

19

55

21

None

21

13.30

•

P.P.S.

79.05 (79)

00

Kerr

•d-

Mean

16.58
3.20

Percentile

Number

30
The Gordon means were relatively similar with the
E Scale at 19*31 the lowest and total adjustment T at 29*31
the highest.

Variability was generally small, but the E

Scale showed almost twice the variability of the other
scales.

The percentile ranks corresponding to the means of

A, E, and T scales were high while the E and S scales were
average.
The Kerr test had a mean of 79*05 and a standard
deviation of 16.58.

Average empathetlc ability was indicated

by a percentile rank of 55 *
The leaders 1 mean P.P.S. was 13*30 with a standard
deviation of 3 *20 .
Relations between the Variables
Scatter diagrams were plotted and the relations be
tween variables were found to be linear, making it possible
to use the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient
as an index of relation.
It became apparent that the size of the leaders'
group did have an effect on the magnitude of the R^, Ap,
1
2
scores.
For this reason part correlations were computed
each time the R^, Ap, or Dp score was correlated with any of

1See Appendix D.
2J. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 193&)*
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the other variables.

This was done to obtain a better

picture of the relation between the predicted accuracy
scores and all other variables.

The function of the part

correlation was to hold constant the effect of X variable on
Y variable so the true correlation between Y and Z variables
might be obtained.

In this case the effect of the size of

the group (X variable) on the R^, A^, Dp scores (Y variables)
was held constant so the correlation between R , A . D^
P
p
P
scores (Y variables) and all other variables (Z variables)
could be computed.
Table III shows the intercorrelations of the leaders 1
scores.

The correlations will be discussed in the same

order that they appear on the matrix.

Table III should read

Rp score is correlated .796 with A^ score.

Only those cor

relations that are significant at the five per cent level
or nearly significant at this level will be discussed in
the text.

It must be Kept In mind that the Rp, Aq, Dp

scores are predictive accuracy scores and represent how well
the leader anticipates or predicts the responses of the
members of his group.
The R

score is closely related to the A q and D
P
*
P
scores, the Kerr test, P.P.S., and the A, E, S scales on the
Gordon personal profile.

Bx>xs correlation with Ap and E

scale are significant beyond the one per cent level.

Rp*s

correlation with Dp and S scale is significant beyond the
five per cent level.
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Rp is positively related to Ap and Dd scores, the
Kerr test, and the E scale on the Gordon.

This means that

greater predictive accuracy on the responsibility scale is
related to greater predictive accuracy on the authority
and delegation scales; and the more accurate the leader be
comes in predicting the responses of his group on the
responsibility scale, the lower he tends to score on the
Kerr test and emotional stability scale.
R q is negatively related to the P.P.S. and the A
y
and S scales on the Gordon.

This means that greater pre

dictive accuracy is linked with the leaderfs perception of
large differences between his least and most preferred co
worker.

Small R q scores also go with high ascendancy and .

sociability scores.
A q is closely related to the D0 scores, the Kerr
test, P.P.S., and the AREST scales on the Gordon Personal
Profile.

Ap's correlation with the Dp score is significant

at the one per cent level.
A d is positively related to the Dp score, Kerr test,
and the R, E, T scales of the Gordon Personal Profile.

This

means that greater accuracy on the authority scale is re
lated to greater accuracy on the delegation scale.

More

accurate authority predictions also tend to be related to
lower scores on the Kerr test and the responsibility, emo
tional stability, and total adjustment scales of the Gordon
Personal Profile.

3^
A q is negatively related to the P.P.S. and the A, S
scales of the Gordon.

This means that greater predictive

accuracy is linked with the l e a d e r ^ perception of large
differences between his least and most preferred co-worker.
Greater accuracy is also related to high ascendancy and
sociability scores.
Dp 1 s somewhat related to the A and E scales on the
Gordon

Personal Profile.

The

relation with the emotional

stability scale is positive, and the relation with the
ascendancy scale is negative.
The P.P.S. is somewhat positively related to the
responsibility and total adjustment scales on the Gordon.
This means that higher P.P.S. is related to higher responsi
bility and total adjustment scores.
The A scale is highly related to the H, E, and S
scales

of the Gordon Personal

Profile.The correlations

with the E and S scales are significant at the one per cent
level, while the correlation with the R scale is significant
at the five per cent level.
A is negatively related to the R and E scales, meaning
that high ascendancy scores are accompanied by low responsi
bility and emotional stability scores.

A is positively

related to the S scale, meaning that if the leader had a

high ascendancy score, he also had a high sociability score.
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B scale has a high positive relation with the E and
T scales, meaning that when the leader had a low responsi
bility score, he also tended to score low on the emotional
stability and total adjustment scales.

These correlations

were significant at the one per cent level.
The E scale is closely related to the S and T scales.
E fs negative correlation with the S scale is significant
beyond the five per cent level.

This means when the leader

scored low on emotional stability, he tended to score high
on the sociability.

The positive relation between emotional

stability and total adjustment means that if the leader
scored low on emotional stability, he also tended to score
low on the total adjustment scale.

The S scale is also

somewhat related to total adjustment in a positive fashion.
This means that a high sociability score is generally re
lated to a high total adjustment score.
This section reported the results of the statistical
analysis.

The following section will be devoted to a dis

cussion of those findings.

CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION
This section is concerned with the salient relations
that were found between leaders' responses on the various
test scales.

Possible interpretations of these relations

will be considered.
In discussing the results of the study, it must be
kept in mind that any inferences that are made concerning
the present data must necessarily be somewhat restricted.
Therefore, when the text refers to the leaders not becom
ing emotionally involved with their groups, it is refer
ring to the leaders1 performance in this particular
situation.

A valid generalization can only be made after

exhaustive experimentation has yielded consistent results.
Although the present study does not afford this kind of
evidence, the results must stand until proved invalid or
modified by further research.
The significant intercorrelations of the leaders'
accuracy scores on the responsibility, authority, and
delegation scales are not surprising in that each scale
makes very similar demands of the leader.

If the leader

can anticipate the responses of his group on the r e s p o n s i 
bility scale, it is quite probable that he can also
anticipate responses on the authority and delegation scales.

A very interesting but not highly significant set of
relations were those between the Kerr Empathy test and the
^ p » *\)» and

scores.

A high predicted accuracy score

(low numerical score) was related to a low Kerr score.

If

the Rp, Ap, and Dp scores and the Kerr test are all measures
of empathetle ability, we would expect greater predicted
accuracy to be related to a high Kerr score.
Hall and Bell**" in their study of the relationship
between two tests of empathy found that the Kerr test and
the Dymond Empathy test^ were correlated .02.

The, Dymond

test is similar to the R^, Ap, and Dg scores in that the
leader predicts for a specific other.

The differences be

tween Judging a specific other and a generalized other and
the possibility of different processes being involved has
been pointed out by Taft.^

The relationship between the

Kerr test and the Rp, Ap, Dp scores is not high enough to
demand interpretation, but it is suggestive.

^H. E. Hall, Jr., and G. B. Bell, “The Relationship
between two Tests of Empathy,11 Dymond and Kerr's Paper read
at Psychological Association, Cleveland, September, 1953.
^Rosalind E. Dymond, “A Scale for the Measurement
of Enpathetlc Ability,“ Journal of Consulting Psychology.
1949, 13, PP. 127-133.
^Ronald Taft, “The Ability to Judge People,'1
Psychology Bulletin. 1955, 52, pp. 1-24.
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Possibly the leader need not become emotionally in
volved with his group in order to predict accurately the
g r o u p s 1 responses to Job-relevant situations.

This could

explain the modest relationship found between the predicted
accuracy scores on the responsibility and authority scales
and the Personal Perception Scale.
Greater predicted accuracy scores on the R.A.D.
scales were closely related to high ascendancy and socia
bility scores.

Possibly the leader who was highly sociable

and aggressive was performing a secondary but necessary part
of his Job,

His Job demanded that he be outgoing and soci

able in his relations with others in order to maintain the
leader position.

Due to these demands he may have developed

the ability to understand the attitudes of his group.

The

leader, then, did not bring this ability to the leadership
position but developed the ability because the position
demanded it.
The more accuracy the leader shows in predicting the
responses of his group the lower he tends to score on the
emotional stability scale.

If the leader sees himself as

nervous and unstable, he may become very sensitive to his
own behavior.

This increased sensitivity may tend to make

the leader more cognizant of the behavior of others.
Although we have no evidence that this awareness of others
automatically produces such Insight, the generally high
accuracy of the leaders would suggest this as a possibility.
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The extremely high correlations between the emotional
stability scale and the Rp score suggest that the emotional
stability scale may act as a predictor variable for the Rg
score.

When the leader has a relatively low emotional

stability score, he tends to be accurate in anticipating the
responses of his group.

Thus, we may predict beyond chance

that if the leader scores low on the emotional stability
scale, he will generally be accurate in predicting the re
sponses of his group members.
many times,

If, after repeating the study

this relation was consistently found to be

present, it would be possible to eliminate the Rp score and
obtain the same information from the emotional stability
score.
It is interesting to note that emotional stability
is positively related to responsibility and negatively re
lated to the ascendancy and sociability scales.

All of

these relations are high enough to conclude that when the
leader scored low on the emotional stability scale, he
scored low on responsibility and high on the sociability and
ascendancy scales.
It may be pointed out that the impressive intercorrelatlons of the Gordon scales may be a mere artifact of the
test itself; that is, the scales do not represent Independent
factors and are naturally Intercorrelated.

To a certain
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extent this criticism is true.

Gordon^* pointed out that a

relation probably does exist between the ascendancy, socia
bility, responsibility, and emotional scales.

However,

those relations are not nearly as significant as the re
lations found in the present study.2

Guilford3 pointed out

that much of the criticism of inventory intercorrelations
stems from confusing the factor itself with the obtained
score on that factor.

He stated that “Factors and their

corresponding scores are logically and operationally dis
tinct variables."

Therefore, it seems safe to conclude

that the significant intercorrelations obtained in this
study are due, at least in part, to actual similarities of
the leadersr responses.
The interpretations given in this section are only
suggestions and they are not meant to be final.

The

relations underlying the discussion did appear in the
present study, but they must be verified through further
research.

lL. V. Gordon, Gordon Personal Profile: Manual
(Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1953)*
^See Appendix C for Comparison of the natural cor
relations and obtained correlations of Gordon Factors.
3j. p. Guilford, “When not to Factor Analyze,“
Psychological Bulletin, 1952, 4-9, p. 30.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

SUMMARY

At the beginning of this report, it was indicated
that the purpose of the present study was to determine
whether or not the l e a ders 1 responses on measures of inter
personal perception and adjustment were systematically
related.
From the results, it seems reasonable to conclude
that a number of the leaders* responses were significantly
related.

The most significant relations were those indi

cating that greater accuracy of R.A.D. prediction by the
leaders was accompanied by generally low emotional
stability and responsibility scores and high sociability
and ascendancy scores.

There was very little variability

in the accuracy of the l e a d e r s 1 responses on the R.A.D.
sc a l e s .
It was mentioned earlier that the R.A.D. accuracy
score might be interpreted as an empathy score.

Although

the correlation with the Kerr Enpathy Test does not
support such a claim, it does seem that the predictions of
the leaders on the R.A.D.
an empathetic process.

scales must involve some kind of
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Possibly the l e a d e r s ’ jobs make demands of them that
are similar.

If the leadership jobs are similar in their

demands, the person occupying a leadership position may
adopt similar behavior patterns in order to maintain the
leadership position.

Perhaps the leaders are influenced by

the demands of the situation and must develop, rather than
possess, certain reaction patterns that are appropriate.
Further investigation in this area would seem to be
warranted.
II.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Probably one of the main functions of a research
paper is to stimulate new research.

Three suggestions may

be made as a result of this report:
First, a study could be designed to assess individ
uals before and after they assume the leadership role.

This

would necessitate Including large groups of potential
leaders, such as university students.

By comparing their

responses before and after they became leaders, it might be
determined what effect the leadership role had upon variables,
such as personality, intelligence, and interpersonal
perception.
Second, It would be Interesting to measure the
l e a d e r s 1 Judging ability on Job-related situations, possibly
an attitude or personality questionnaire.

If the leaders 1
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predictive accuracy on a job-related scale and a non-related
scale were measured, it would be possible to find out if the
leaders were equally accurate on non-related material.
Third, the present study was concerned with the
leaders' responses; but the leaders' groups, aside from
filling out the R.A.D.

scale, were not used.

One member

of the group as well as the leader might be used.

It would

be Interesting to determine how the members' responses com
pared to the leaders' responses using similar procedures.
III.

CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine whether
or not responses of recognized leaders on measures of
interpersonal perception and adjustment were systematically
related.

Twenty-one individuals occupying leadership posi

tions in business and industry were given tests that
purported to measure how the leader perceived others and
how he perceived himself.

Means, standard deviations,

Pearson product moment correlation coefficients,
correlations were used to analyze the data.

and part

Twelve of the

correlations were significant beyond the five per cent
level.
From the results,

it was concluded that when the

leader was accurate in predicting the responses of his
group members on the R.A.D.

scale, he scored low on the
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emotional stability and responsibility scales and high on
the sociability and ascendancy scales of the Gordon Personal
Profile.

The emotional stability scale appeared as the best

predictor variable.

Possible Interpretations of the results

and recommendations for further research were discussed.
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Delegation

Kerr
Empathy

Personal
Perception
Scale
j
Ascendancy

Responsi
bility
Emotional
Stability
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APPENDIX B
Formulas Used in Statistical Analysis
1.

Mean =

£ X
N

2.

Standard Deviation*1* = . / £ X 2

3.

Part Correlation^ =

V N

r(1.3)2

I

=

r l.2 - ri.3
nI

4.

1

-

JJ2

r2.3

r 1.32

Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient^ =

N.

-

{.X.

______

\| N. £ x 2 _ (£x)2 Vn. £ y 2 - < £ y 2)
5.

Distance or Differences Score for scoring R.A.D.
Scales and Personal Perception Scale^ = D

6.

Maximum Difference Score for R.A.D. scales N = Group Size

V N.62

^■J. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 193^ \~9* ^5*
^Ibid., p. ^0^.
^Helen Walker and Joseph Lev, Elementary Statistical
Methods (New York: Henry Holt and Company), p. 1^3*
^Fred Fiedler, Leader Attitudes and Group Effective
ness (Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 1958).
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APPENDIX C

Intercorrelations of Gordon's Factors ARES from
Gordon's revised form (a) and the present study (b)
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Mean, Standard Deviation, and Correlations of
N (group size) with other variables.
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APPENDIX E

EXAMPLES OF TESTS USED

Ralph M, Stogdill
Bureau of Business Research
The Ohio State University

Name

____________

Position

___________________________________ ____ Date_______________________

Directions: Below are six separate scales. Two of these scales dc~c::ibe
different degrees of responsibility* Two describe different degrees of
authority, and two describe different degrees of authority delegated to
assistants.
For each scale please check only two items, as follows: Double Check
(XX) the single statement which most accurately describes your status
and practices in carrying out your duties, and check (X) the next most
descriptive statement.
Double Check (XX) = Fbst descriptive statement
Check (X) - Next most descriptive statement

SCALE 1
) 1* I am responsible for the formulation and adoption of long range plans
and policies,
) 2. I am responsible for making decisions which define operating policies.
) 3 ..My superior gives me a general idea of what he wants done. It is my
job to decide how it shall be done and to see that it gets done.
) .4, It is my responsibility to supervise the work performed by my assistants
and subordinates.
) 5. The operations of my unit are planned by my superiors.
responsibility to see that the plan is executed.

It is my

) 6. It is my responsibility to carry out direct orders which I receive from
my superior officers.
) 7. My responsibilities and duties are assigned daily in the form of specific
tasks.
) 8, My superior approved each task I complete before I am permitted to
undertake another.
(Check only two items in Scale 1)

SCALE 2
(

) 1. I have complete authority for establishing policies and goals of a
general scope and establishing the lines of organizational authority
and responsibility for the attainment of these goals,

(

) 2, I am authorized to make all decisions necessary for the implementation
of long range plana*

(

) 3, In the main I can make and carry out all decisions which fall within
the realm of established policy without consulting my superior or
obtaining his approval.

{

) 4. I have complete authority on routine matters but refer the majority of
unusual items to my superior for approval.

{

) 5. All questions of policy must be referred to my superior for his decision,

(

) 6. I frequently refer questions to my superior before taking any action.

{

} 7, I seldom make decisions or take action without approval from my superior,

(

) 8. My work procedures are fully outlined and allow little freedom in
making decisions.

SCALE 3
) 1, My assistants have been granted authority to fulfill their duties in
any manner they deem advisable.
) 2, My assistants have full authority, except that I retain the right to
approve or disapprove of decisions affecting policy making.
) 3, My assistants have been authorized to make decisions on problems as they
arise, but must keep me informed on matters of importance.
) 4. My assistants have authority to handle all routine matters in day to day
operations.
) 5. My assistants may act in most routine matters,
) 6. Many of the responsibilities of my office cannot be entrusted to
assistants.
) 7. My assistants have no actual authority to take action, but make recom
mendations regarding specific action to me.
)

I dictate detailed orders to my subordinates which they must carry out
exactly as I specify, consulting me frequently if they are in doubt.
(Check only two items in each scale)

SCALE 4
I am responsible for decisions relative to changes in long term policy.
I ara responsible for making decisions relative to methods for effecting
major changes in operations.
My superior always informs me as
to the tasks tobeperformed and I am
solely responsible for deciding how to fulfill thesetasks andsuper
vising their performance.
It is my responsibility to supervise the carrying out of orders which
I receive from my superior,
I am responsible for making decisions relative to routine operations.
I execute direct orders given by

my superiors.

I have only my own routine tasks

to account for.

I am not responsible for making decisions.

SCALE 5
I have complete authority for formulating policies of general nature
and scope and for establishing lines of the entire organizational
authority and responsibility,
I am authorized to make decisions which put all major plans and policies
into action,
I refer only matters of an exceptional nature to my superior for approval.
I settle most problems myself.
In situations not covered by instructions I decide whether action is to
be taken and what action is to be taken.
I have no authority to act in matters where policy is not clearly
defined,
I have authority to make decisions only as they are related to my own
routine tasks.
I make decisions only when given explicit authority.
I follow a work schedule laid out for me by my superiors and have little
authority to make changes,
(Check only two items in each scale)

SCALE 6
) 1. I make decisions only when consulted in unusual circumstances, author
izing my assistants to exercise a high degree of authority and respon
sibility in making decisions,
) 2, I have delegated full authority to my assistants, other than the rights
to prescribe policy and pass upon broad procedures,
) 3, I give my assistants a general idea of what I want done. It is their
responsibility to decide how it shall be done and to see that it gets
done,
) 4, I have delegated to my assistants authority to make all routine daily
decisions,
) 5, I make most decisions coming within my scope of authority, although
my assistants assume considerable responsibility for making decisions
in routine matters where policies and procedures are well established,
) 6, I supervise my assistants fairly closely in their exercise of authority,
) 7, I make all important decisions coming within my scope of authority. My
assistants are responsible for making decisions only in minor matters,
) 8, I have not found it advisable to delegate authority to my assistants.
(Check only two items in Scale 6)

PERSONAL PERCEPTION SCALE(
People differ in the ways they think about themselves and about those
with whom they work.

This may b e 'important in working with others.

Please

give your immediate, first reaction to the items on the Scales shown.

On each sheet are pairs of words which are opposite in meaning, such
as Talkative and Quiet.

You are asked to describe several of the people

with whom you have worked by placing a check in one of the six spaces on the
line between the two words.

Each space represents how well the adjective fits the person you are
describing, as if it were written:
TALKATIVE

J
very
talka
tive

quite
talka
tive

more
talka
tive
than
quiet

QUIET
very
quiet

quite
quiet

more
quiet
than
talktive

FOR EXAMPLE —
If you ordinarily think of the person you are describing as being
quite talkative, you would put a check in the second space from the word
talkative, like this:
TALKATIVE _________

X

_______ [________ .________ ._________ QUIET

Or, if you ordinarily think of this person as being more quiet than
talkative, you would put your check on the quiet side of the middle:
TALKATIVE _________ .________ ._______ f

X

._________ QUIET

Look at the words at both ends of the line before you put in your check
mark.

Please remember that there are no 11right11 or “wrong" answers.

rapidly; your first answer is likely to be the best.

Work

Please do not omit

any items and mark each item only once*

k't e ^ Jjy

y e t* &

de$c h iloi

^

*

» o

^ eac A

4

~(si

£

p

£

r

w /c .

s

g

*0(s)

J1liiA C O U A L

Your Name

PERCEPTION
SCALE

Date ....

Scale below is to be marked for (read the material following the circled number):
1

The person with whom you can work PEST. He may be someone you work with
now, or someone you knew in the past. He does not have to be the person
you like best, but should be the person with whom you could best get a
job done. Describe this person AS HE APPEARS TO YOU.

2. The person with whom you can work LEAST WELL. He may be someone you know
now, or someone you knew in the past. He should be the person with whom
you would have most difficulty getting a job done.
Cooperative

•

•
•

Quitting
Stable

|

•

1

•

«

Uncooperative
Persistent
Unstable

•

+

1

•

•

•

t

I

•

•

Unsure

•

9

1

•

•

Sociable

•

•

f

•

•

Calm

•

•

...I.

•

•

Timid

*

•

\

•

•

Grateful

Energetic

•

*

\

♦

9

Tired

Impatient

•

i

I

•

9

Patient

Softhearted

•

•

I

•

9

Hardhearted

Thoughtless

•

*

•

9

Thoughtful

Prank

#

•

•

9

Reserved

Meek

•

•

•

9

Forceful

Careless

•

»

I

•

9

Careful

Easygoing

•

«

_!

•

■

Quick-tempered

•

•

\

•

•

•

•

i

•

•

*

•

.1

9

•

Unintelligent

•

«

.

1

•

•

Cheerful

Responsible

•

*

f

t

•

Undependable

Unrealistic

•

•

.I

9

•

9

•

L

9

•

Confident
Shy
Upset
Bold
Ungrateful

Practical
Boastful
Intelligent
Gloomy

Efficient

___ L..

i

.

Impractical
Modest

Realistic
Inefficient
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Directions

SCALE

td

In this booklet are. a number of descriptions of personal characteristics of people. These descriptions are grc
in sets of four. You are to examine each set and find the one description th at is most like you. Then make a e P
black mark between the pair of dotted lines beside the statement, in the column headed M (most).
........
Next examine the other three statem ents in the set and find the one description th at is least like you; then
a solid black mark between the pair of dotted lines beside th at statement, in the column headed L (least).

Here is a sample set:

M people

has an excellent ap p etite. . .
gets sick very often.............
follows a well-balanced diet,
doesn’t get enough exercise.
Suppose th a t you have examined the four descriptive statements in the sample and have decided that, altb
several of the statem ents apply to you to some degree, “ doesn’t get enough exercise” is more like you thar
of the others. You would place a mark beside that statem ent in the column headed M (most), as shown in the
pie above.
You would then examine the other three statements to decide which one is least like you. Suppose that
sick very often” is less like you than the others. You would place a mark beside the statem ent in the column he>|e
L (least), as shown in the sample above.
For every set you should have one and only one mark in the M (most) column, and one and only one mark r '
L (least) column.
In some cases it may be difficult to decide which statem ents you should mark. Make the best decision!
can. Remember, this is not a test; there are no right or wrong answers. You should mark those statements v .
most nearly apply to you. Be sure to mark one statem ent as being most like you, and one statement as being
like you. M ark every set. Turn the booklet over and begin.
P u b lish ed by W o rld B o o k C om p a n y, Y o n kers-o n -H u d so n ,N e w Y o rk , and Chicago, Illin o is
C opyright 1951, 195S ,b y W orld B o o k C o m p a n y. C opyright in Great B r ita in . A ll rights reserved
P R I N T E D IN U.S.A.

GPP-9

This form is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.

e and go on.

M a rk yo u r answ ers
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not interested in being with other people..................
free from anxieties'or tensions.....................................
quite an unreliable person.............................................
takes the lead in group discussion...............................

*

Age.

school grade reached: 8 9 10 11 12
HIGH SCHOOL

F S J S Degree(s).
COLLEGE

- •

.

•

1

--

••

‘

Class,
iFor students: SchoolOccupation—
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-
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1
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Directions
In this booklet are. a number of descriptions of personal characteristics of people. These descriptions are grouped
m
in sets of four. You are to examine each set and find the one description th a t is most like you. Then make a solid
black mark between the pair of dotted lines beside the statem ent, in the column headed M (most).
g Next examine the other three statem ents in the set and find the one description th a t is least like you; then make
solid black mark between the pair of dotted lines beside th a t statem ent, in the column headed L (least).

has an excellent ap p etite. - •
gets sick very often .............
follows a well-balanced diet
doesn’t get enough exercise

acts somewhat jumpy and nervous.............................
a strong influence on others.........................................
does not like social gatherings.....................................
a very persistent and steady worker...........................
finds it easy to make new acquaintances...................
cannot stick to the same task for long.......................
easily managed by other people...................................
maintains self-control even when frustrated.............

Marital statv
r adults:

A

a good mixer socially .................................................
larking in self-confidence
........................................
thorough in any work undertaken...............................
tends to be somewhat emotional.................................

-■

B y Leonard V. G ordon
U .S . N A V A L

E

R

in colum n

able to make im portant decisions without help........
does not mix easily with new people..........................
inclined to be tense or high-strung.............................
sees a job through despite difficulties.........................
not too interested in mixing socially with people. . . .
doesn’t take responsibilities seriously.........................
steady and composed a t all tim es...............................
takes the lead in group activities................................
a person who can be relied upon.................................
easily upset when things go wrong.............................
not too sure of own opinions........................................
prefers to be around other people...............................
finds it easy to influence other people........................
gets the job done in the face of any obstacle............
limits social relations to a select fe w .: ......................
tends to be a rather nervous person...........................
doesn't make friends very read ily .. : ........................
takes an active part in group affairs...........................
keeps a t routine duties until completed.....................
not too well-balanced emotionally..............................
Turn the p ag e an d go on.

Marie your answers in column

A

B

B
M

assured in relationships w ith o th e rs .............................................
feelings are ra th e r easily h u r t........................................................
follows well-developed w ork h a b its ..............................................
would rath e r keep to a sm all group of frien d s..........................

M

L

I
•

j

L

3

I
:
::

becomes irritated som ew hat re a d ily .............................................
capable of handling an y situ atio n ................................................
does n o t like to converse w ith stra n g e rs.....................................
thorough in a n y w ork perform ed..................................................
M

L

M

L

M

L

M

L

M

L

M

L

M

L

prefers not to argue w ith other people,
unable to keep to a fixed sc h e d u le.. . .
a calm and unexcitable p erson.............
inclined to be highlv sociable................
free from worn.* or ca re ..........................................
lacks a sense of responsibility''..............................
n o t interested in mixing w ith th e opposite sex.
skillful in handling other people..........................
finds it easy to be friendly w ith o th e rs........................
prefers to le t others tak e the lead in group a c tiv ity .
seems to have a w orrying n a tu re ...................................
sticks to a job despite an y difficulty............................

!
i:
: :=

able to sway other people's opinions
lacks interest in joining group activ itie s.
quite a nen*ous p erso n ................................
very* persistent in a n y task undertaken. ,
calm and easygoing in m an n er.........
cannot stick to th e task a t hand
enjoys having lots of people a ro u n d .
n o t too confident of own a b ilities. . .
can be relied upon entirely*...................................
doesn't care for the com pany of m ost people.
finds it rath er difficult to re la x ............................
takes an active p a rt in group discussion.........
doesn’t give u p easily on a p ro b lem .........................
inclined to be som ew hat nervous in m an n er.........
lacking in self-assurance...............................................
prefers to pass the tim e in the company* of o th e rs.
A

|
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E

S

T

+
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